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ABSTRACT
Grid computing or computational grid is always a vast research field in academic, as well as in industry
also. Computational grid provides resource sharing through multi-institutional virtual organizations for
dynamic problem solving. Various heterogeneous resources of different administrative domain are virtually
distributed through different network in computational grids. Thus any type of failure can occur at any
point of time and job running in grid environment might fail. Hence fault tolerance is an important and
challenging issue in grid computing as the dependability of individual grid resources may not be
guaranteed. In order to make computational grids more effective and reliable fault tolerant system is
necessary. The objective of this paper is to review different existing fault tolerance techniques applicable in
grid computing. This paper presents state of the art of various fault tolerance technique and comparative
study of the existing algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Grid is an association of computer resources from several administrative domains to reach a
mutual goal with an abstraction of service origination to the user. This view is often put to as an
analogy to power grids where consumers get access to electricity through sockets on wall with no
care for where and how that electricity is generated. Similarly, in computational grid the users can
access any resources like, process, storage, data and applications with little or no knowledge of
physical locations of those resources and the underlying technologies used.
Grid computing is special because here the nodes can be purchased as commodity hardware.
These nodes are easily combined to produce a similar computing resource like multiprocessor
supercomputer but at a lower cost. The large number of processors to be managed and lack of
high-speed connections in grid can be complemented well by multiple independent parallel
computations. Grid computing involves the aggregation of large-scale cluster computing based
systems.
As resources in grid are used outside of organizational boundaries, it becomes increasingly
difficult to guarantee that a resource being used is not malicious in some way or failure of
resources is uncertain. Fault tolerance in grid computing is necessary to preserve the delivery of
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expected services despite the presence of fault caused errors within the system itself. It aims at the
avoidance of failures in the presence of faults, as availability of grid resources is dynamic.
The objective of this paper is to review a few fault tolerant techniques in grid computing. This
paper presents state of the art of various existing fault tolerance technique and comparative study
of the fault tolerant algorithms. Brief overview of grid computing is discussed in Section 2.
Section 3 explains faults and failure and concepts of fault tolerance in grid computing. Review of
a few algorithms related to fault tolerance is explained in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper
with directives of future work.

2. GRID COMPUTING
A grid [3], known to be a large-scale virtual organization, is enabling to solve complex scientific
and compute-intensive problems. The virtual organization is formed with geographically
distributed hardware and software infrastructure of flexible, secure and coordinated shared vast
amounts of heterogeneous resources from multiple administrative domains. Computational grid
environment is shown in Figure 1. Heterogeneous computational nodes have connected to form a
Grid test-bed. In this test-bed registered resource database and Grid resources server is also
shown. Server or database might be accessed during computation of large job. User can submit
job through any node among Node A, Node B, Node C, Node D or Node E in Grid. Job might
necessitate adapting the changed resource scenario in Grid environment. Hence, fault tolerance of
resources is major challenging issue in dynamic virtual computational Grids.
Considering multiple administrative domains owned by multiple individuals/organizations the
intension of participation or volunteering might not always be trustworthy. Besides, the duration
of participation might also not be consistent. As in grid, all the resources are connected through
heterogeneous network. There might be no guarantee that the nodes would not be dropped out of
the network at random times. The impacts of trust and availability on performance and
development difficulty can influence the choice of whether to deploy on to a dedicated computer
cluster in the developing organizations or to an open external network of contractors.

Figure 1 : Computational Grid Environment [15]
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On the other side, with many languages in place, there has been a tradeoff between investment in
software development and the number of platforms that can be supported. Cross-platform
languages can reduce the need to make this tradeoff. Various middleware based projects have
created genuine infrastructure to allow diverse scientific and commercial projects to harness a
particular associated grid or for the purpose of setting up new grids. Middleware can be seen as a
layer between the hardware and software. SLA management, License management, portals and
data management are major research issues in grid middleware.
Due to unavailability of network or development difficulty or faulty resources, fault may occur in
the results or performance may be degraded. Fault tolerance is the ability to preserve the delivery
of expected services despite the presence of fault caused errors within the system itself. It aims at
the avoidance of failures in the presence of faults. A fault tolerant service detects errors and
recovers them without participation of any external agents, such as humans. Errors are detected
and corrected and permanent faults are located and removed while the system continues to deliver
acceptable services.
Faults and failure in grid are explained in the next section.

3. FAULTS AND FAILURES IN GRID
Fault tolerance is an important property in grid computing as the dependability of individual grid
resources may not be guaranteed. In many cases, an organization may send out jobs for remote
execution on resources upon which no trust can be placed; for example, the resources may be
outside of its organizational boundaries, or may be shared by different users at the same time. A
fault tolerant approach may therefore be useful in order to potentially prevent a malicious node
affecting the overall performance of the application. As applications scale to take advantage of
Grid resources, their size and complexity will increase dramatically.
A major challenge in a dynamic grid with thousands of nodes connected to each other is fault
tolerance. The more resources and components involved the more complicated and error-prone
becomes the system. To comprehend fault tolerance mechanisms, it is important to point out the
difference between faults, errors and failures.
Fault: A fault is a violation of a system’s underlying assumptions.
Error: An error is an internal data state that reflects a fault.
Failure: A failure is an externally visible deviation from specifications.
In reality, a fault need not result in an error, or an error in a failure.
Different types of faults, classified based on several factors, are mentioned in the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical faults: faulty storage, faulty CPUs, faulty memory.
Unconditional termination: Mostly, user pressed Ctrl+c.
Network faults: packet corruption, faults due to network partition, packet loss.
Lifecycle faults: Legacy or versioning faults.
Processor faults: Machine or operating system crashes.
Media faults: Disk head crashes.
Service expiry fault: The service time of a resource may expire while application is using
the resources in grid.
Process faults: software bug, resource shortage.
Interaction faults: timing overhead, protocol incompatibilities, security incompatibilities,
policy problems.
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A failure, irrespective of its cause (either error or fault), is observed or reported first in a grid
system. Three types of failures such as, Permanent, Intermittent and Transient, which can occur in
computer systems with respect to time. Due to these failures system may behave in different
ways. Three types of behaviors are possible in systems after a failure:
•
•

•

Failstop system: The system does not output any data once it has failed. It immediately
stops sending any events or messages and does not respond to any messages.
Failfast system: The system behaves like a Byzantine system for some time but moves
into a failstop mode after a short period of time. It does not matter what type of fault or
failure has caused this behavior but it is necessary that the system does not perform any
operation once it has failed.
Byzantine system: The system does not stop after a failure, instead behaves in a
inconsistent way. It may send out wrong results of the application.

4. REVIEW OF FAULT TOLERANCE TECHNIQUES
The main objective of grid computing is to maintain the workflows or services in presence of
faults so that no failure stage is reached. This section presents a few fault tolerant techniques in
the following:

4.1. Job and Data Replication
The term, replication implies making copies or replicas of an existing entity. In grid environment,
job/task or data are replicated to tackle the faults. Workflows can be executed with a rule-based
system with a framework operating dynamically taking an appropriate fault tolerance technique.
The framework considers [2] the user’s preferences and the grid resource allocation situation to
decide, using a binary tree, the most appropriate fault tolerant technique to be used for each task
that can compose a workflow.
Besides, most of the existing replication-based algorithms use a fixed number of replications for
each job which consumes more grid resources. To overcome this, Adaptive Job Replication (AJR)
algorithm is proposed to adaptively determine the number of job replicas [10] according to the
grid failure history followed by Backup Resources Selection (BRS) algorithm to schedule these
replicas.
Moreover, Fault Tolerance using Adaptive Replication in Grid Computing (FTARG) [14] is an
adaptive replication middleware which addresses the fault tolerance of grid based applications by
providing data replication at different sites. FTARG is an Aneka based grid middleware designed
for high-performance grid based applications. FTARG enables data synchronization between
multiple heterogeneous databases located in the grid by supporting a variety of synchronization
modes. However, it can delay the job execution if the number of replicas [11] to be generated is
not reasonably determined for data or task replication.
Resubmission Impact, a heuristic, for fault tolerance in workflow executions [8] is a new
technique applicable for distributed environment. This heuristic is based on a combination of task
replication and task resubmission using a resubmission impact metric which measures the impact
of repeated task resubmission on the execution time of a workflow. The metric used in the
heuristic is to define the number of replications generated for each workflow task. In contrast to
related approaches, this method can be used effectively on systems even in the absence of historic
failure trace data.
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So, in a replication based fault recovery, availability of replicated data at different sites of
computing increases the fault tolerance adaptability. Data synchronization among cross vendor
databases should also be addressed. In case of job/task replication, heuristic method based on task
resubmission impact measures can be better than the traditional approach with little or no
dependency on failure of historic data. However, in both data and job replication, determination
of the appropriate number of replicas plays a significant role.

4.2. Checkpointing
Checkpointing [14] is the process of saving the state of an application in execution to a stable
storage for future utilization. In case of any fault, this saved state is to be referred to resume
execution of the application from the point in the computation where it was last checkpointed.
In addition to the traditional fault tolerance techniques, specific checkpoint-recovery schemes are
needed in grid workflow management systems of present time to address the new reliability
challenges. A Fault Tolerance and Recovery component that extends the ActiveBPEL workflow
engine [2] has been proposed to develop mechanisms for building an autonomic workflow
management system that effectively detects, diagnoses, notifies, reacts and recovers automatically
from failures during workflow execution. The detection mechanism inspects the messages
exchanged between the workflow and the synchronized Web Service components for the search
of faults. The default behavior of ActiveBPEL can be modified in order to recover a process from
a faulty state, using a non-intrusive checkpointing mechanism.
Further, a new strategy named Resource Fault Occurrence History (RFOH) [9] for fault tolerant
job scheduling in computational grid is proposed. This strategy maintains the history of fault
occurrence of resources in Grid Information Server (GIS). A resource broker with jobs to
schedule, it uses this GIS information in Genetic Algorithm and looks for a near optimal solution
for the problem. Next, it raises the percentage of jobs executed within specified deadline. Using
checkpoint techniques, the proposed strategy can make grid scheduling more reliable and
efficient.
A proposition is also there to present an experience to endow with fault tolerance support parallel
executions on grids through the integration of ComPiler for Portable Checkpointing (CPPC) [1], a
checkpointing tool for parallel applications, and GridWay: a meta-scheduler provided with the
Globus Toolkit. One of the strengths of this proposal is, transparency and ease of use i.e. the
CPPC-GW infrastructure will take care of all viz. automatically submitting and monitoring the
application, making remote backups of checkpoint files, detecting faults and migrating and
restarting failed executions.
Periodic job checkpointing, being very robust, it can detain job execution if checkpointing
intervals are inappropriately chosen. Moreover, fault tolerance poses an important problem in the
scope of grid computing environments. The heuristics have been evaluated in Dynamic
Scheduling in Distributed Environments (DSiDE) grid simulator under changing system load and
availability. In [11] the results have shown that the runtime overhead characteristic to periodic
checkpointing can significantly be reduced when the checkpointing frequency is dynamically
adapted in function of resource stability and remaining job execution time.
Reducing the number of crashed node can cut down the number of faulty tasks by efficient node
allocation. To improve fault tolerance and decrease price cost of a job with an acceptable
completion time [1], a predictive method to select the best nodes and sites is proposed.
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4.3. Scheduling/Agent based migration
To overcome the drawbacks present with checkpointing and replication mechanisms, fault
tolerance is factored into grid scheduling. Scheduling policies for grid systems can be classified
into space sharing and time sharing [14] policies. It is also possible to combine these two types of
policies into a hybrid policy.
Security-aware and fault-tolerant job scheduling is crucial to achieve high performance in an open
grid computing environment. On the contrary, the fixed fault-tolerant strategy in job scheduling
may improperly exploit excessive resources. A cloud model is proposed [13] to manage the
fuzziness and uncertainties of task scheduling while deciding the kind of fault-tolerance strategy
to be selected, at the same time, for each individual job to ensure more reliability of computation
and shorter makespan.
In fault-tolerant scheduling, primary-backup approach is a practiced methodology used for fault
tolerance where each task holds a primary copy and a backup copy submitted to two different
processors. For independent tasks, a backup copy can be overloaded with other backup copies on
the same processor while for dependent tasks, precedence constraint among tasks must be
considered during scheduling of backup copies and overloading backups. Two algorithms: the
Minimum Replication Cost with Early Completion Time (MRC-ECT) algorithm and the
Minimum Completion Time with Less Replication Cost (MCT-LRC) algorithm has been
proposed to schedule backups of independent jobs and dependent jobs, respectively [13].
Algorithm MRC-ECT is observed guarantee an optimal backup schedule in terms of replication
cost for an independent task, while MCT-LRC can schedule a backup of a dependent task with
minimum completion time and less replication cost.

4.4. Load balancing
In general, the P2P system has similar objective to that of the grid system since both of them
coordinate the large sets of distributed resources. Therefore, many projects keep on integrating
these two complementary technologies i.e. P2P grid to perform as an ideal distributed computing
system.
Besides, despite many load-balancing approaches has been proposed for real-time applications in
parallel and distributed systems, there are very less work found on the impact of fault tolerance
policies for load balancing mechanisms. A fault tolerant policy has been proposed to balance
loads dynamically in the P2P grid system, named the Fault Tolerant policy on Dynamic Load
Balancing (FTDLB) [17]. In order to minimize the job turnaround time, mostly, is the primary the
goal of load balancing and FTDLB could adaptively adjust the load of real-time applications to
achieve the job’s minimal turnaround time.
FTDLB policy can tolerate the node’s permanent failures while balancing load of real-time
applications on P2P grids. It calculates the job turnaround time in each node and dynamically
allocates job to the befitting node for execution as per the evaluation. The existing job migration
time estimation has been improved here. The policy can tolerate the node’s permanent failures
while balancing load of real-time applications on P2P grids. For improving the system reliability,
FTDLB duplicates jobs (copy approach) into different sites to tolerate failures by keeping a high
availability rate at the increase of error rate. Experimental results reveal that FTDLB policy
indeed improves the job completion rate.
Load balancing strategies are classified as dynamic and static. In general, the static load balancing
strategy [19] needs the prior information to make decisions, such as the execution rate of each
node, for load distribution.
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On the other hand, the dynamic load balancing strategy [6] exploits the system information to
make decisions at run time. Load balancing strategies could also be categorised as centralized or
decentralized [12]. The centralized strategy selects a single processor to handle load scheduling,
while the distributed strategy welcomes each participating node to handle load balancing.

4.5. Global behaviour modelling
One of the most confusing aspects of grid systems is that theoretically they are considered as
single elements but, when it comes to practice, especially in management related issues, they are
considered as a set of independent, loosely related elements.
To illustrate this idea, it is interesting first to analyze the case of a single desktop computer. It
apparently looks a much simpler system and is commonly regarded as a single device but, in fact,
it is composed of a large set of sophisticated elements that cooperate themselves. Elements like
CPUs, memory and its controllers, video cards, hard drives; network interfaces etc. have
distinctive functionalities and are technologically complex. Still, they are seen as parts of a single
entity, instead of a set of heterogeneous resources. This change of perspective is due to the use of
high-level software tools (basically the Operating System) that provide an abstraction layer
between the real, heterogeneous and complex hardware range and the user. Several generic
parameters are defined, such as CPU load or network usage, in order to express the system state
in a standard manner. Even though this abstraction carries some loss of information, it allows the
managing techniques to be standardized, regarding all desktop computers by the same parameters.
Considering fault tolerance, generic procedures are developed in the same way.
Distinguished by its point of view, fault tolerance techniques in grid systems can be split into two
categories: resource-level (focused on every machine) and service-level (focused on global
behavior). In order to optimize performance and increase system dependability the correct
combination of these two types of techniques should be applied.
However, some important aspects must be considered. The resource-level fault tolerance involves
the application of standard fault tolerance techniques in each and every one of the resources in the
system. This might seem very straightforward, but careful consideration reveals that most of
typical grid characteristics could limit its efficiency. The heterogeneous and non-dedicated nature
of the system increase complexity, but it is the non-centralized aspect the one that becomes the
great difficulty.
In many cases, the global management system has so limited control of each resource that the
only suitable solution seems to increase redundancy.
The service-level fault tolerance, on the other hand, deals with system-wide policies aiming to
increase dependability of the services provided. This is particularly important in utility computing
systems, where the quality-of-service (QoS) is the key factor. However, as the fault tolerance
policies have to deal with the whole system, it is important to find ways to efficiently manage this
complexity. It is also important to understand that, as the nature of the system is different from
resource-level fault tolerance, the terms in which this fault tolerance is expressed certainly differ.
In resource-level fault tolerance basic concepts such as fault or failure are directly inherited from
traditional distributed systems. Events such as a machine turning unexpectedly off or the
temporary loss of a network link are clearly regarded as faults. But in a non-dedicated, noncentralized distributed system like a grid, each partner that shares resources keeps full control
over its property (computing nodes, storage elements, network links, etc). Resource providers can
change the state of its own resources, without consent from the grid global management. For
instance, some machines could be turned off, originating an event that would be probably
7
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considered a fault in traditional distributed systems fault tolerance. But in grid systems these
events are by no means considered as undesirable or unexpected. They are more likely accepted
situations that not only may, but will occur as part of the natural evolution of the grid. Therefore,
service-level fault tolerance can never regard them as faults.
The service-level fault tolerance should focus on QoS issues and global behavior. It can benefit
from a representation of the grid global state in a service oriented form. This would become a
behavior model based on globally service-relevant states instead of the multiple specifics of each
resource. This representation not only seems ideal for service-level fault tolerance, but also
provides the abstraction layer mentioned in the previous subsection. With such a model, grid
management tools could finally have the previously mentioned single entity perspective,
incorporating the system’s complexity without being overwhelmed by it. This could also take
service-level fault tolerance a step further, better understanding and improving the systems
behaviour and dependability.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a comparative survey of fault tolerance in grid environment. The accepted
techniques of fault-tolerance in grid environment with their importance, combinations and
variations have been discussed.Replication of job/data is necessary in order to increase the
resource availability to the computing nodes. An application of checkpointing is important to
formulate organized policies to recover from a system under errors or faults. It effectively
prevents system from being led to a failure state. Security aware scheduling of grid jobs migrated
through agents improves grid performance significantly. A newer concept, service level behavior
or global behavior on understanding the grid services representing a one unified service system
has changed the whole understanding perspective of fault scenario in grid computing.
Additionally, grid resource management in terms of deploying load balancing techniques
enhances grid performance, too.
However, accepting the importance of all the aforesaid areas, to put forward a future direction of
work, this research would next focus on checkpointing technique for better performance of
applications running in grid. It would address the following issues as next course of work:
• Checkpoint fixation level: either at system level (i.e. at OS or middleware level) or at
application level.
• In-transit and Orphan message management with checkpoint: latency and resources held up
for this reason would be freed if applied with a suitable policy.
• Scope of Checkpoint: local – for each process instance or global – for each parallel program in
execution.
• Storage space requirement for checkpointing: light – only the first/top level assignment is
stored thereby less storage and communication overhead and heavy – in addition to light,
newly learnt clauses saved atop the decision stack.
• Granularity of checkpointing: full – entire state of application saved and incremental –
application state saved from previous checkpoints only.
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